
CRIMINALS ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF 
TECHNOLOGY TO COMMIT CRIMES AND  
EVADE DETECTION. 
Growing data volumes and the rise in evidence 
coming from mobile devices, social media, and cloud 
computing are crushing investigators’ ability to make 
informed decisions.  

Complex criminal cases can involve multiple suspects, many 
devices, large volumes of data, and cross local, state, and national 
boundaries. Law enforcement agencies and organizations need to 
distribute the workload between many people and effectively 
collaborate with counterparts in other jurisdictions. Nuix 
investigations solutions are proven to help the world’s largest 
agencies and organizations solve real-world investigations.

SOLUTIONS FOR DIGITAL INVESTIGATIONS

Left: Enhance your visibility across all communications using the 
Nuix Web Review & Analytics communication canvas.

THE NUIX ADVANTAGE
See the big picture, fast. Visualize large volumes of 
communications data to understand who’s talking to whom, 

 
connections, and establish what they’re talking about and what 
data they’ve shared.

Accelerate investigation timelines. Quickly cull irrelevant data 

real-time events and behaviors, drastically reducing the time it 
takes to uncover insights.

Maximize your existing investments. Bring your existing 
forensic technology together and ingest data from all evidential 
sources into Nuix, providing a single view across all your data.

 Let Nuix technology do 
 

sources and artifacts, highlighting connections you’d struggle to 

strategic tasks and reduce the queue. 

Collaborate securely.  Share information with case investigators 
and integral parties, including non-technical users, to get 
relevant eyes on the evidence and get to the critical facts faster.

One window into all the evidence
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Nuix understands the DNA of data at enormous scale. Our software pinpoints the critical information organizations need to anticipate, 
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WHAT WE DELIVER
Nuix investigations solutions are an investment in 

budget holders, Nuix offers much more value per 
person than single-user software ever can.

MAKE THE MOST OF SCARCE RESOURCES. With Nuix at the heart 
of your operations, you can integrate our industry-leading 

then bring everything back together to analyze, cross-reference, 
and report on.

GAIN A 360° VIEW OF ALL YOUR DATA. Consolidate and 

and mobile data; intelligence reports; virtual machines; 
databases; Facebook subpoenas and other social media; internet 
of things devices including routers, dashcams, and drones; 
human-generated sources such as door access logs and airline 
stubs; and data in the cloud.

ADDRESS CYBERATTACKS AND INSIDER THREATS AS THEY 
HAPPEN. Connect to any device in real time and rapidly triage 
activity and user behaviors. If you spot something suspicious, 
you can forensically collect data for immediate investigation and 

BUILD INTELLIGENCE REPOSITORIES. Retain intelligence  
artifacts for cross-case and cross-team use—and they’ll 

investigations. Store notes, comments, bookmarks, and canvas 
states to share with other analysts or retrieve later.

FIND CORRELATIONS WITH VISUALIZATIONS AND 
ANALYTICS. Simplify investigations by bringing together 
disparate data sources and identifying correlations across 
people, objects, locations, and events. Using powerful data 
visualizations and analytics, accessible from any web browser, 
investigators and teams can draw connections and discover 
patterns, leading to greater insight into the data.

CREATE REPEATABLE, DEFENSIBLE INVESTIGATIONS. Apply 

assure that if you follow the process again, you will arrive at the 
same conclusion—a key element of defending your case in court.

SERIOUS FIREPOWER  
FOR INVESTIGATIONS
Unlike traditional investigative tools, Nuix gives you precision, 
automation, and collaboration across all aspects of the 
investigation. The proprietary Nuix Engine quickly extracts key 
entities and information, correlates and contextualizes 
thousands of data types, and gives you the insights you need to 
make faster and more accurate decisions. Collaboration in Nuix 
allows technicians and reviewers to access case data 
simultaneously, providing value per user and a strong return  
on investment.

Expand visibility and 
empower collaboration for all 
your investigations.


